WHISKY MENU

HIGHLAND

An Cnoc 12yo: £4.00
Sweet barley. Very clean and herbal, then gradually spices and fruit which rise to a crescendo.

Balblair 10yo: £4.50
Initially the palate has toasted malt, a hint of white pepper, aniseed, orange zest and strawberry. A lingering creamy milk chocolate edge develops.

Balblair 2003: £7.00
Bright flavours of apricot, honey, lemons and orange. The finish is fairly spicy.

Clynelish 14yo: £5.50
Quite light with a little orange and smoke on the nose with mixed fruit and vanilla on the palate with a long finish.

Dalmore 12yo: £4.50
Sherry and spice, plus delicate citrus notes. Finish has orange, cinnamon, vanilla and plums.

Dalmore 15yo: £6.60
Sherry and Christmas spices. Finish is quite long and nutty, with final note of vanilla.

Dalmore 18yo: £13.00
Almonds, toffee, baked bread nose with a spicy, chocolate, coffee palate & a caramel, pear & cinnamon finish.

Dalmore Cigar Malt: £15.00
Smooth chocolate pudding and Christmas cake. Finish is long and sweet; molasses and chocolate.

Dalmore King Alexander III: £20.00
Complex blend of almonds, hedgerow berries, plums, brittle toffee & a faint whiff of treacle. Equally complex on the palate, with sherry, fresh berries merging with plum notes.
plus vanilla & toffee influences from the Bourbon barrels.

**Dalwhinnie 15yo:** £5.00
Remarkably smooth; long-lasting flavour development. Aromatic, heather honey notes give way to cut grass and malty sweetness that intensifies to a sudden burst of peat.

**Fettercairn Fior:** £4.50
Sherry & smoke on the weighty nose, with ginger, orange peel, toffee & vanilla. Smoky toffee, liquorice and mildly spicy oak in the pleasantly lengthy finish.

**Glengoyne 10yo:** £4.00
Clean, grassy, fruity, with apple notes.

**Glenmorangie 10yo:** £3.50
Toffee, nutty, with fresh oranges and lemons.

**Glenmorangie Lasanta:** £5.50
Malty and spicy, with vanilla fudge, walnuts and raisins.

**Glenmorangie Quinta Ruban:** £5.70
Big and slightly peppery, with barley sugar and milk chocolate.

**Oban 14yo:** £5.00
Delicate at first. Perfumy. Faint hints of fruity seaweed, then lightly waxy becoming smoky.

**Old Pulteney 12yo:** £3.50
Light, honey and nuts. Fresh, oily and salty.

**Teaninich 10yo:** £6.70
Sweet, fruity and dry. Lightly peaty. Finish is rounded and herbal.

**Tomatin 12yo:** £4.00
Sweet flavours of ripe apples, pears and a subtle suggestion
of nuts. Long, lingering, pleasantly oily aftertaste.

**SPEYSIDE**

**Aberlour 10yo:**
Distinctively clinging mouth feel, with long-lasting flavour development. Both sweetness and spicy, peppery dryness in its malt character. Nutmeg and berry fruit.

**Balvenie Caribbean Cask 14yo:**
Matured in Caribbean rum casks which bring a vanilla note with spicy aromatic undertones.

**Balvenie Doublewood 12yo:**

**Benromach 10yo:**
Intense and complex yet beautifully balanced with a touch of smoke. Delicious forest fruits and creamy malt. Luscious sherry notes.

**Benromach 15yo:**
Rich fruit cake with stewed plum, red apple skin and the sharp edge of kiwi fruit. With water, very satisfying with traces of charred oak complementing sweet tangerine, plum and nectarines and completed by a gorgeous touch of milk chocolate.

**Cardhu 12yo:**
Light to medium, with the emphasis on malty sweetness and vanilla.

**Cragganmore 12yo:**
Delicate, clean, restrained; a huge range of herbal, flowery notes.

**Glenfarclas 10yo:**
Crisp and dry at first, with sherry sweetness and nuttiness developing.
Glenfarclas £511.19s.0d Family Reserve: £9.00
Released to celebrate the 150th anniversary of family ownership when, on 8th June 1865, John Grant, 1st generation of the Grant family, bought the distillery for £511.19s.0d. It is non-chill filtered and is a vatting of predominantly first fill sherry butts which embodies the distillery’s characteristic sherry profile.

Glenfiddich 12yo: £3.50
Malty sweetness, white chocolate and toasted hazelnuts; good flavour development.

The Glenlivet 12yo: £4.50
Flowy, peachy, notes of vanilla. A delicate balance.

Glenrothes Select Reserve: £4.00
Sherry, dried fruits, balanced with spice.

Glentauchers 1996: £4.50
Sherry influences with pear and stewed plum aromas, with a hint of liquorice developing. Chilli spice with orange zest, red apple and kiwi flavours.

Linkwood 15yo: £4.50
Pronounced sherry aromas along with hints of ripe summer berries. Smooth and well balanced, mixed spice flavours and a touch of charred oak.

The Macallan 18yo: £16.00
Rich, dried fruits, spice, cloves, orange and wood smoke. Finish is full and lingering, with dried fruits, sweet toffee, ginger and a hint of wood smoke.

The Macallan 1824 Gold: £4.00
Fruity, both citrus and dried sweet, with ginger and cinnamon. Soft oak tones showing toasted apples.

MacPhail’s Collection Glenrothes 8yo:
£5.00

Toasted malt with fruity aromas, hints of green apples and fresh coconut.

**Mortlach 15yo:**

£4.50

Fresh and fragrant with a distinct malty nose. Sweet with hints of candied fruits. Delicate sherry influences linger.

**Singleton of Dufftown**

£5.00

A straightforward, nutty and malty single malt from Speyside, the Singleton of Dufftown was released to replace the Singleton of Auchroisk. It’s aged in a high proportion of European oak casks.

**Tamdhu 10yo:**

£3.70

Clean and sweet, with honey and sherry notes.

**ISLAY**

**Ardbeg 10yo:**

£5.00

Burning peats and dried fruits, followed by malt and a touch of liquorice. Finish is long and smoky. Cereal sweetness, iodine and dry peat.

**Bowmore 12yo:**

£9.00

Smoky and citric, with developing cocoa notes.

**Bruichladdich; The Scottish Laddie:**

£4.50

Ripe green fruit, brown sugar and sweet malt. Floral, elegant and unpeated.

**Bunnahabhain 12yo:**

£4.50

Gentle, clean, with a nutty-malty sweetness.

**Lagavulin 16yo:**

£5.50

Rich malt and sherry with fruity sweetness and pronounced peat and smoke. As the palate develops, oily, grassy with salty notes emerging. Finish is warming and impactful.
**Laphroaig 10yo:**
£4.20
Crispy, peaty, seaweedy, salty and oily. Finish is round and very dry.

**LOWLAND**

**Auchentoshan Three Wood:**
£5.50
Perfumy, lemongrass, cashews. Long and creamy finish, with raisins, aniseed and fresh oak.

**Glenkinchie 12yo:**
£4.50
Sweet and fruity (apple compote) with a good oakiness.

**CAMPBELTOWN**

**Glen Scotia 15yo:**
£5.00
Hints of vanilla oak, subtle notes of sea spray and spicy aromatic fruits.

**ISLAND**

**Highland Park 12yo:**
£4.00
Smoky dryness, heather honey sweetness and maltiness.

**Isle of Jura 10yo:**
£4.00
Sweetish; slowly developing a slight island dryness and saltiness.

**Isle of Jura 16yo:**
£5.50
Ground coriander, orange, rhubarb jam and buttered scones.

**Isle of Jura Prophecy:**
£6.50
Profoundly peated with tarry bonfire notes slowly giving way to hints of soft liquorice & nutmeg.

**Isle of Jura Superstition:**
**Piney, honeyish, with sweet creaminess developing.**

**Talisker 10yo:**

£5.00

Smoky, malty sweet, with sourness and big pepperiness developing.

**Tobermory 10yo:**

£5.00

Quite dry, with delicate peat malt and nuts.

**SUPREME BLENDS**

**Whyte & Mackay 22yo:**

£16.00

Plump; think of Nutella & nougat, ripe dark fruit; blackcurrant, caramel toffee, bourbon biscuit on the nose. Some sandalwood & even a refreshing green (bamboo like) lift that shifts into dry grass, toffee & bramble jam with big sherry influence on the palate. Ripe, full & sweet finish.

**Whyte & Mackay 30yo:**

£27.00

Sweet, elegant, bourboney, buttery, toffee, cappuccino, barley sugar, lemongrass, star anise, forest bouquet with a touch of mushroom on the nose. Round & mellow, clean & fresh, candied quince, honeyed apples, fruit & nut chocolate on the palate. Lingering on liquorice and ginger root finish.